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Boston Engineering’s Advanced Systems Group (ASG)
Our Capabilities

Agency Contracts

Boston Engineering’s Advanced Systems Group
(ASG)
develops
game-changing
robotics,
unmanned systems, and special tactical
equipment. Our robotics capabilities emphasize
unmanned
vehicle
innovation
including

Boston Engineering has been awarded contracts
from agencies including:
• Office of Naval Research (ONR)
• Department of Homeland Security Science and
Technology Directorate (DHS S&T)

autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs).
Boston Engineering’s applications for the military,
government, and commercial industries include:
• Intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
(ISR)
• Port security, underwater inspection, and
maintenance
• Underwater threat detection and interdiction
• Advanced object manipulation for urban
operations
• Maritime systems for sensing, communicating,
and exploring

Our Innovation Model
Boston Engineering’s ASG establishes and
commercializes intellectual property (IP) that
advances our nation’s security, scientific discovery,
and business innovation. We provide tactical and
operational relevance by aligning our technical
expertise with key insights based on close
collaboration with our sponsors and end users.
The results include transforming unmanned
systems operations, improving intelligence to
warfighters and first responders, and increasing
U.S. technical superiority.

•
•
•
•

Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA)
U.S. Army Tank Automotive Research,
Development, and Engineering Center (TARDEC)
National
Oceanic
and
Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)
U.S. Navy Naval Air Systems Command
(NAVAIR)

Marine Robotics Innovation
Traditional unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs),
AUVs, and other waterborne robots can have
limited effectiveness in complex environments.
Boston Engineering is advancing autonomous UUV
capabilities to increase mobility and enable diverse
applications by employing various payloads.
Our UUV technology replicates the dynamics of
biological fish to maneuver more effectively – and
in more challenging areas – than other marine
technology solutions.
Our UUV funding is primarily from ONR and DHS
S&T, and supports two related products:

•

GhostSwimmer™ is a stealthy, biomimetic AUV
used for military missions including surveillance,
waterborne mine countermeasures, and other
defense and homeland security initiatives.

•

BIOSwimmer™ is a biologically inspired
UUV with broad commercial and homeland
security applications that include inspecting
ships, securing ports, and conducting marine
maintenance operations.

Additional Robotics and Marine
Technologies
• V-Wing™ is a stable, towed

•

•

•

underwater
depressor that transports instruments and
sensors thousands of feet under water, and
transmits data via a connected cable. Broad
V-Wing applications include underwater
mapping, research, and oceanography.
MANEUVER™ is an easily integrated, highperformance hydrodynamic control surface
technology that can improve maneuverability,
efficiency, or noise characteristics of
underwater and surface vehicles.
R-LUCID™ is a robot-linked user control
and interface design that maximizes robotoperator team effectiveness, accelerates
operator training, and provides a means for
predicting and developing effective humanrobot interfaces.
AURIS™ is a modular add-on system for
unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) that can
open doors autonomously and then conduct inroom operations after ingress. AURIS removes
soldiers and first responders from potentially
dangerous situations while maintaining the
capability of their COTS UGV equipment.

Protecting Harbors and Ships with
UUV Innovation
Boston Engineering’s UUV technology
replicates the dynamics of biological fish to
provide a flexible hull along with advanced
propulsion and turning methods.
These design and engineering capabilities
also
enable
GhostSwimmer
and
BIOSwimmer to move more rapidly, more
accurately, and in more challenging areas
than other marine technology solutions.
Our UUV technologies are cost effective
and can be modified to support evolving
military, homeland security, and maritime
maintenance applications.

About Boston Engineering
We deliver innovative product design and engineering
consulting solutions from ideation to supply chain
development. And we are certified for ISO 9001 and ISO
13485. Our industry expertise includes consumer products,
defense & security, medical devices, robotics, and industrial
& commercial products. Additionally, Boston Engineering
is the Northeast’s largest reseller of PTC software.
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